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the free online history encyclopedia with fact checked
articles images videos maps timelines and more operated as
a non profit organization world history branch of history
concerned with the study of historical phenomena that
transcend national regional or cultural boundaries or
distinctions between peoples or with the study of history
from a global comparative or cross cultural perspective does
history really repeat itself or can we learn from the mistakes
of those who came before us history provides a chronological
statistical and cultural record of the events people and
movements that have made an impact on humankind and
the world at large throughout the ages from the earliest
civilizations to the modern world geography religion trade
and politics have bound peoples and nations together and
torn them apart take a journey through time and space and
discover the fascinating history behind the complex world we
inhabit today world history encyclopedia formerly ancient
history encyclopedia is a nonprofit educational company
created in 2009 by jan van der crabben 1 the organization
publishes and maintains articles images videos podcasts and
interactive educational tools related to history world history
since 1500 an open and free textbook is designed to cover
world history from 1500 to the present in 15 chapters the oer
supported textbook can be downloaded as a pdf or viewed
online world history cultures states and societies to 1500
offers a comprehensive introduction to the history of
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humankind from prehistory to 1500 authored by six usg
faculty members with advance degrees in history this
textbook offers up to date original scholarship world history
is the most accessible guide to the history of human
civilization covering the neanderthals the assyrian empire
chinese dynasties vikings world war i apartheid the rise of
isis and everything in between an assembly of timelines for
the world history of ancient cultures and civilizations
spanning from the stone age through the middle ages
presented in a beautiful slipcase world history is an essential
guide for anyone who loves history or wants to broaden their
knowledge this accessible book covers over 350 of the world
s most important turning points from our earliest human
ancestors of prehistory to political events of the modern
world prehistory for events dating from the formation of the
universe see timeline of the early universe for events dating
from the formation of the planet to the rise of modern
humans see timeline of natural history timeline of the
evolutionary history of life and timeline of human evolution
the timemap of world history is designed to make all the
world s history easily accessible so that we can understand
each others pasts better the atlas contains 1 000 maps
covering world regional and country histories while the
encyclopedia offers the opportunity to investigate topics in
more depth explore our world s history world history or
global history as a field of historical study examines history
from a global perspective it emerged centuries ago leading
practitioners have included voltaire 1694 1778 hegel 1770
1831 karl marx 1818 1883 oswald spengler 1880 1936 and
arnold j toynbee 1889 1975 world history commons an open
educational resource with peer reviewed content for world
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and global history teachers scholars and students this
website provides more than 1 700 annotated primary
sources 100 teaching guides 30 overviews of methods and
approaches and 250 website reviews openhistoricalmap is an
interactive map of the world throughout history created by
people like you and dedicated to the public domain learn
more start mapping openhistoricalmap collaboratively stores
and displays map data throughout the history of the world
back issues of the world history bulletin 1983 2007 are
available here for viewing and download the world history
association wha is an academic association that promotes
the study of world history through the encouragement of
research teaching and publication it was founded in 1982
interactive historical map of the world historical timeline
20th century history learn about historical events track
border changes visualize unions
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world history encyclopedia Mar 28 2024 the free online
history encyclopedia with fact checked articles images
videos maps timelines and more operated as a non profit
organization
world history definition theories historians facts Feb
27 2024 world history branch of history concerned with the
study of historical phenomena that transcend national
regional or cultural boundaries or distinctions between
peoples or with the study of history from a global
comparative or cross cultural perspective
world history portal britannica Jan 26 2024 does history
really repeat itself or can we learn from the mistakes of
those who came before us history provides a chronological
statistical and cultural record of the events people and
movements that have made an impact on humankind and
the world at large throughout the ages
world history arts and humanities khan academy Dec 25
2023 from the earliest civilizations to the modern world
geography religion trade and politics have bound peoples
and nations together and torn them apart take a journey
through time and space and discover the fascinating history
behind the complex world we inhabit today
world history encyclopedia wikipedia Nov 24 2023 world
history encyclopedia formerly ancient history encyclopedia is
a nonprofit educational company created in 2009 by jan van
der crabben 1 the organization publishes and maintains
articles images videos podcasts and interactive educational
tools related to history
world history since 1500 an open and free textbook Oct 23
2023 world history since 1500 an open and free textbook is
designed to cover world history from 1500 to the present in
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15 chapters the oer supported textbook can be downloaded
as a pdf or viewed online
world history cultures states and societies to 1500 Sep 22
2023 world history cultures states and societies to 1500
offers a comprehensive introduction to the history of
humankind from prehistory to 1500 authored by six usg
faculty members with advance degrees in history this
textbook offers up to date original scholarship
world history by philip parker 9780744024241 Aug 21 2023
world history is the most accessible guide to the history of
human civilization covering the neanderthals the assyrian
empire chinese dynasties vikings world war i apartheid the
rise of isis and everything in between
world history timelines two million years of humanity Jul 20
2023 an assembly of timelines for the world history of
ancient cultures and civilizations spanning from the stone
age through the middle ages
world history from the ancient world to the digital age Jun 19
2023 presented in a beautiful slipcase world history is an
essential guide for anyone who loves history or wants to
broaden their knowledge this accessible book covers over
350 of the world s most important turning points from our
earliest human ancestors of prehistory to political events of
the modern world
timelines of world history wikipedia May 18 2023 prehistory
for events dating from the formation of the universe see
timeline of the early universe for events dating from the
formation of the planet to the rise of modern humans see
timeline of natural history timeline of the evolutionary history
of life and timeline of human evolution
the timemap of world history Apr 17 2023 the timemap of
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world history is designed to make all the world s history
easily accessible so that we can understand each others
pasts better the atlas contains 1 000 maps covering world
regional and country histories while the encyclopedia offers
the opportunity to investigate topics in more depth explore
our world s history
world history field wikipedia Mar 16 2023 world history or
global history as a field of historical study examines history
from a global perspective it emerged centuries ago leading
practitioners have included voltaire 1694 1778 hegel 1770
1831 karl marx 1818 1883 oswald spengler 1880 1936 and
arnold j toynbee 1889 1975
world history commons Feb 15 2023 world history
commons an open educational resource with peer reviewed
content for world and global history teachers scholars and
students this website provides more than 1 700 annotated
primary sources 100 teaching guides 30 overviews of
methods and approaches and 250 website reviews
openhistoricalmap Jan 14 2023 openhistoricalmap is an
interactive map of the world throughout history created by
people like you and dedicated to the public domain learn
more start mapping openhistoricalmap collaboratively stores
and displays map data throughout the history of the world
world history association Dec 13 2022 back issues of the
world history bulletin 1983 2007 are available here for
viewing and download the world history association wha is
an academic association that promotes the study of world
history through the encouragement of research teaching and
publication it was founded in 1982
ostellus atlas world history visualized Nov 12 2022
interactive historical map of the world historical timeline
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